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WOOSTER, OHIO, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1947

Gault Compton, Johnson Clinch Race
Three Senior Girls Capture Remainder of Class Executive Offices
Tie in Sophomore Presidency Necessitates
Next Tuesday;
Freshmen Select Walt Gorjean As Student Senate Representative
Re-vo- te

--

In one of the closest elections ever held on die hill, officers for the four classes and a Senate representa-tivfrom the Freshman class were chosen yesterday. Successful candidates for presidency of the senior,
junior, and freshman classes respectively were Stanley Gault, John Compton, and Ned Johnson. The
sophomore voting for president resulted in a tie between Dick Falls and Don Shawver.

Senatorials

e

Senate Pushes Dances;
Migration to Denison

Glad Tidings: Shreffler announced
Gault was elected senior class president after defeating opponent Bruce Strait. Other successful can
didates for office were Mary Lee Phipps for vice'president, Mary Lou McCune for secretary, and Rose at the meeting on Monday night that
V I for
Oct. 18 would be Migration Day and
Kesei
treasurer. The
tor treasurer,
lhe new presi
dent, a geology major" from Wooster,
has had executive experience as he is
president of both the Geology Club
and Seventh Section. He is also a
MSGA representative.

Soph Itushees Drink

Scots to Broadcast

Tea With Actives

Craig Announces Plans

Sunday afternoon sophomore womJunior Class Race
en will take a step forward toward
The juniors chose John Compton, their gregarious development w h e n
from St. Leuis, Mq.r to lead the class. they - attend - the - various - Inter-Dub

William Campbell was the unsuccessful candidate for the office. The
elected was Bill Ratz, and
Mary Maude Snyder will fill the post
of secretary. Jeanne Fagan was elected
treasurer.
Sophomore president will be elected
next week after yesterday's contest resulted in a tie between Dick Falls and
Don Shawver. Betty Dodds, chairman
of all elections, announced that a
would take place Tuesday. Dick
Cave won the office of
and Pat Hawk was the uncontested
candidate for class secretary. Ed McAllister will handle the books as treasurer.
Ned Johnson, Freshman president,
was another uncontested candidate.
Other offices in the class were filled
by .Bob Goggin as
othyv Forbes as secretary, and Charlotte Fraser as treasurer. The freshman
senator's position was won by Walter
Gorjean after defeating Mac Taylor.
Election campaigning seemed tame
to the college after past year
on Page 2)
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Teas. (Gregariousness means having a
swell time with other people, in case
you didn't know . . .) Invitations
have been sent to all "would-be- "
wearers of club pins, and they will then
have a chance to look over the women's social groups.

For Show Over WWST
-- College-

gestion was made that buses be obtained for all
games . '. .
On Nov. 8 when Dad's Day rolls
out-of-tow-

n

Upper Holder, and the planned to make Room 204 in Taylor
Spuds will take over Westminster.
Hall into a remote control broadcast
....
Each sophomore girl will be invited mg station in order that programs
-

and she may attend all may be presented directly from the

of them if she wishes. Later invitations College. Room 204 is already hooked
with the recording
will be extended for individual club up with the Chapel,
and broadcasting of Chapel programs
parties.
as the next step. Mr. Craig's Radio
class will work on scripts to be pre
sented to their vast heretofore uncon
tacted audience.

will be $1.25 for the Student body and
$1.75 at the door.

Something New: In response to
President Truman's request, meatless
Tuesdays will be suggested for all our
college dining rooms
A blanket inwill
be
vitation
extended to all the
faculty for all dances
It was sug
gested that a permanent decorations
committee be appointed to take care
of all dances, etc. . . . Mr. Poethig
moved and we quote, "since Senate
members are overworked and receive
no remuneration, all Senate members
may be allowed in all
dances free of charge." . . . Thirty
dollars was appropriated for Homecoming Dance decorations. Perhaps
the theme should be a hard times
. Deadline for Gum-Shoparty .
scripts was set for Jan. 7. Expected
date of production is around Feb. 14
It was suggested that sections and clubs
compete for a talent show sort of

...

...

.

Senate-sponsore- d

e
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h

.

ever-increasi-

ng

prices this proposal will attempt
to alleviate the situation by elimination of the middleman in transactions
dealing with second-hanbooks. This
d

Exchange will be set up and
administered by the Student Senate
as a service to the student.
Book

alf

e,

'

'
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plan

Students following on this
transfer to M.I.T. after completing
their junior year at Wooster. After
two additional years spent at M.I.T.,
they receive the B.A. degree from
Wooster and a professional degree,
B.S. in Engineering, for example, from
M.I.T.

Among the official duties of the
queen is participation in the
e
parade on Oct. 25 and the opening
of the evening dance the same night.
Jo also will present the cups to the
winning dorms in the decoration com
petition. The Queen's manager for
these various activities is Dave Cull.
pre-gam-

Frosh Forum Will
Install Officers

Scots vs. Oxford in War of Words

Navy Presents Platjue

co-chairm- en

The plan as outlined would involve
the computation of lists just before the
end of each semester, containing the

all-fros-

available books and the names and
campus addresses of the students
these books. Each student
desiring to make an exchange or sale
will fih out a book slip. These slips
possessing

will be compiled by the Student Senate

and a master list will be posted in convenient places. In this way the student
will deal directly with the student..

MSGA Outing

h

Under sophomore advisers Dick
Cave and Kate Gurney, and faculty
adviser R.
the Freshman
Forum began its year with a breakfast-- .
worship service Sept. 28. Last Sunday
Mr. William Craig, head of the speech
department, spoke to the group on
'The State of Being", dealing with
various pathways to happiness as described in Ecclesiastes.
W.-Halliday-

t

In the case of texts which have
been droped fftm courses by professors, arrangements will be made by the
mm mm
in
inn
Senate to sell these books to a large
debaters
University
Oxford
and
The
the receipts from the
book dealer
College
of
Wooster
scheduled
for
are
sale to be divided among the students
of
words
Oct.
27.
international
an
war
presenting the books.
colleges,
On a tour of
the English debaters plan to include
The Pembroke tea has been changed several programs in their stay at
from Oct. 19 to Nov. 2. The meeting Wooster with the formal debate cliwill be held in lower Babcock.
maxing the day.
mi

fifty-seve- n

i

"Cook out" is a new name for an
old," very solid institution, called "picnic", the M.S.G.A. .claims. At its first
meeting in Scott, Harry Sheifele, presn in
ident, conducted discussion and a vote
The guests will defend the proposi- by the men in favor of having a "cook
tion: Resolved that the social and out" after the Oberlin game Nov. 1.
economic arguments for the national The function, a date affair, will be
held in Highland Park or some sim
ization or basic industries are over
ilar place and will include hot dogs
whelming. Presenting the negative for
and other picnic fare. A committee
Wooster are Hazelyn Melconian and has been appointed to make necessary
Harrold MacComas.
arrangements.

a

mm

i

Congressional Club members are
turning up their wits and polishing
their debate for the first session of the
thirty-nintCongress, Tuesday, Oct.
13. The meeting will be held in the
Congressional Chamber at 7:30 with
Speaker Tom Lykos at the gavel.
All members are requested to be
present to facilitate the setting up of
committees. The officers are: Clerk,
Joe Lane; Treasurer, Jack Bobbitt;
Sgt at Arms, Demetrio Boersner.

Student Senate. With the

before the

two-and-a-h-

iiii

Congress Convenes

change will be brought

ar

member of Freshman Forum. Both the
Wooster symphony orchestra and
A conference group from 12 col- choir held her interest for
years, while she furthered her ex
leges and universities met to discuss the
perience
in her speech major as a par
study
of
combined
M.I.T. plan
at
ticipant
the Gum Shoe Hop.
in
Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 2 to 4. Six
delegates from Wooster attending
Active In Dramatics
were Arthur Southwick, Registrar, W.
As a sophomore, Queen Jo conLee Culp, director of admissions, and
tinued in the "fine arts" line through
Prof's R. J. Stevenson, Alvin S. Tost-leb- modern dance
and graced the May
Roy I. Grady, and Lowell Cool-idg- e
Day Pageant. Again in the Gum Shoe
representing the physics, econom- Hop in her junior
year, Jo also was
ics, chemistry and English departments member of
the cast of "I Remember
respectively.
Mama" and was taken into the ranks
the
of
conference
was of Kappa Theta Gamma, the honor
The purpose
to discuss and evaluate the combined ary dramatic society. Already Jo's
plan of study as it has been operating beguiling personality won her the
of her class; her seemingly
since 1939. According to Prof. Cool-idgthe plan was agreed to be highly inexhaustible energy found an oudet
successful and a material benefit to through
Now in, the
both M.I.T. and the participating col- cast of "Dear Ruth" and social chairlege. It will continue with probable ex- man of Babcock, our ideal
d
is
pansion in fields additional to engi- putting the finishing touches to a pro- neering which has received the ma- gram which has offered her the expejority of students to date. A report of rience and poise requisite for her probthe conference will be published soon. able vocation, teaching.

-

n--"lfci-

--

Within the next week a proposal by
Dick Poethig for a. Student Book Ex-

extra-curricul-

Meet to Discuss
MIT Study Plan

Increased emphasis is being placed
on
a liberal education, especially in
experience in
by members of each commission.
are requested to attend. As this the field of humanities not only- at
will be an organizational staff meeting, M.I.T. but in the majority of the colVespers were climaxed by a talk by
all those interested in any phase of leges associated with the plan. It is
Dr. Bonthius of the religion depart the editorial or business phase of IN- believed that additional emphasis on
Installation of six. trial officers and
foreign languages, philosophy, and
DEX work are invited to attend.
ment.
religion will help to balance the in- a message by Rev. C John L. Bates
will highlight the meeting of Fresh
tensive scientific training.
man Forum this Sunday in Galpin
Hall at 9:13 a.m. As head of the new
mi
cabinet, Charles McLain will assum
the responsibilities of president! Mary
DepartNavy
On behalf of the
Jane Smirt, secretary, will work dose-l- y
Captain J. D. Shaw, USN, head
with the
ment,
of the public
f
.
'
of the NROTC program at Ohio State ity committee, Lyn Roadarmel and
University, presented a bronze plaque Bob Smith. Emory Lowe and Marjorie
to The College of Wooster at chapel Hulett will direct the social activities
this morning. The award is in appre- of the
organization.
ciation of the college's cooperation
In accordance with a newly adooted
with the Navy from January 1943 to
amendment the officers will perform
February 1946 when the U. S. Naval
their duties for a period of six weeks,
Flight Preparatory School and the
after, which new --elections will select
Navy Academic Refresher Unit were
leaders for the remainder of the semes
on the hill.
ter.

i

of manners
or lack of them, as
Wilde's whimsy directs and is characteristically full of the epigrams, often forced, that marked polished conversation of the era. Many of the
cracks are universal humor, that are
unharmed by age and removal to a
new century, but much of the play
has been tediously whittled out by a
dull knife rather than the flashing
blade that seems spontaneous by reason of the very skill of its wielding.
Wilde is indisputably clever and ingeniously unconventional. Once one
is prepared to accept it, the charm of
his comedy lies in its disarming impossibility.
A large part of the success of the
Touring Players' production was due
to the fact that they maintained so
well that very impossibility. The unexpected reversals that Wilde loves to
administer to what begin like old saws
were delivered with all of that "round- (Continued on Page 4)

Jo Garver Reigns At Homecoming;
lypical d Represents Siuuent
Body At Annual Fall Celebration

....

There were some extra seats last Monday and Tuesday nights in Bonihius Addresses WF
thing
Scott Auditorium, but the compact audiences present were generous
Three Cheers: The blanket recom- in their enthusiasm for the production of "The Importance of Being Vespers in City
(Continued on Page 4)
Earnest," brought to the campus by the Touring Players, Inc. (not, as
Westminster Fellowship combined a
.
.
.
.
.
.
previously stated, by the original cast!) . The members of the company picnic
and vesper service in its meet
have all had professional rating but by a certain awkwardness of move' ing last Sunday evening at the City Index Tryouls Monday
ment and the lack of finesse that dePark. Following the serving of food,
With visions of meeting the deadnotes amateurity.
Bruce Strait led the group in song line this year, Harry Stapler, INDEX
It must be admitted that no matter
Scriptures for the four commissions, editor, plans to hold a meeting Monwho plays the roles, Oscar Wilde preFaith and Life, Christian Outreach, day at 4:00 in the INDEX office.
dominates in any of his plays. "Earn
Those interested in layout, or those
Fellowship, and Stewardship were read
est" is a typical nineteenth century
with previous
this field

Propose Exchange
Of Student Books

Cemxmr ol The Vootter Dsfly Bacori

College-sponsore- d

will be in

By PAT HENDERSON, "Voice" Drama" Critic.

all interested students to Denison for
the game. Along this same line, a sug-

is

co-ordina- tor

Earnest" Is Fair Wilde Comedy;
Limited Laughs Lighten Play

that buses would be chartered to take

Co-e.broadcasting around, the Senate will be sponsoring
over Station WWST to the Wooster a square dance in the gym. Tis
community and local areas. Mr. and rumored that there will be a real caller
Mrs. Dan Parmelee presented the first and plenty of fun. Hugh McMillan is
Vivacious cheer-leade- r
Jo Garver will reign over the festivities of
program in the in charge of the plans . . . Football the traditional Homecoming. In a close final election yesterday between
form of a musical September 28 from Frolics, the dance on Oct. 11, will be Jo and Skippy Pierson, Woosterites chose the blond, blue-eye- d
senior
co'ed.
typical
as
their
held
the
will
gym
in
and
feature
Judd
2:30 until 3. A Sunday afternoon pror
charming package of pep from Strasbury, O., began in her
The
Warstler
his
and
Orchestra.
Tickets
at
with
scheduled
be
regularly
will
gram
$1.20 per go on sale Wednesday and freshman year to build up the list of activities which helped to gain for
other programs being added later at
her the winning votes. Jo started her
Thursday
The Homecoming
various times during the week. All Dance (free plug) will be, as previcareer in the fields of
programs must meet the approval of ously announced, informal. Tickets
music and drama, as well as being a

Wooster

At 2:00 p.m. the rushees will find
the Dominoes in Westminster, the
Peanuts in Babcock lounge, Pyramids
in lower Babcock lounge, and the
Trumps in main lower Babcock, ready
Wm. Craig, radio
to greet their prospective club sisters. Prof.
appointed recently by Dr. Lowry. Mr,
In the second shift at 4:00 p.m. the
Craig, working with a Faculty Com
Darts will serve tea in lower Babcock,
with the Arrows in lower Babcock mittee, will arrange programs and act
lounge. Echoes will be greeting sopho- as the contact between the College and
mores in Babcock lounge, the Imps Station WWST. The committee has

to all the Teas

A

i

T

,-

Because this group is one of the few
on campus offering freshmen direct
participation in the administrative affairs, all. freshmen are urged to join
in its religious and social activities.

THB WOOSTBR VOICB
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"Three treasures, love and light and calm thoughts, reg'
ular as infants' breath; and three firm friends, more sure than
Himself, his

day or night

Maer,

and the angel Death."
KJolertagc

IVoodc

Vaics

Thealro Jargon
Baffles Laymen
By SYLVIA WILLIAMS

When theatre people come right

out
evident publication of TU CoMcf of Wooer. k published weekly
legs when
if
you've
ask
and
you
got
TO per yew. Editorial
Subscription
fa
11.
periods
price
school
tk
except
6urfnf
vatioo
jttt
J9S-R- .
a member of Aawdattd it's perfectly obvious and what else
oCom art loosed in rooa If, IUuk Hall, Phot
by the Collier Printing Co.. would you be standing
printed
Press,
Collegiate
fa
of
CbDeffaH Prcet tad a distributor
per
Wooncr, Ohio. Entered aa aeoond-daa- a
natter in Wooster (Ohio) Poet Office. Represented for fectly
they say.
THI

ofidti

VOICE,

onit's

And if an
longhair peers through
the curtain and asks can you strip
your teasers that's just life backstage.
From the time the Touring Players
arrived until the last encore, there was
one comedy after another. There were
the business manager and publicity
man who sped from Fort Wayne only
to get snared in Wooster's
program. "Mayor Fisher gave us a
ticket for speeding just as we handed
him a ticket for The Importance of
Being Earnest,' " quipped Lee Hirsch
who was dashing to see the show for
the nth "time since their opening in
Camp Shanks.
To redeem the alleged error in last
week's VOICE about the Players being
the original New York cast (the origi
nal cast played in thT1840's . . . J7we
add that it takes originality, at any
rate, to adapt settings to every kind
of stage. "That's the joy of it," com
mented Janet Smith, technical direo
tor. "Never the same set!" And the
way she looked when she discovered
sets couldn't b
that their
stage! "You
used on Scott's
should have seen us in New York!"
she laughed, telling how they re
hearsed in the basement of a church
on 48th St. and in a patio in Green
wich Village.
While she reminisced, "Lady Butter
fly" flitted over and asked for "Wolfhound." I was lost again in jargon as
unfamiliar as the stage crew used. I
was completely undone when they
called the four bears. They got a big
bang out of that "Just pet names,"
Janet explained as she tossed Lady
Bracknell's gown into the trunk.
natural,

intense-lookin-

Editor
Business Manager
Associate Editor
. Managing Editor
Sports Editor

ALLEN E. VALENTINE
JEAN SCOTT
JOYCE JARMAN

KENNETH WRIGHT
LARRY PIPER

:

;

SENIOR ASSOCIATES: Robert Taylor. Mary Jean Mackay, Robert Clark. Beryl Stewart. Ted
Fen ton, Dick Smith, Helen AgricoU, Lee Hahn, Jan Palmer. Julia Owen, Row Keael,
Barbara Noe, Rita McColl, Kathy Wonder. Pat Henderson. Swede Truelsen, Rae Palombo.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES: Pat Winter, auditor; Anne Shenefield, advertiaing manager; Pru
tier, aaaiatant advertising manager; Mary Ellen Baker, circulation manager; Joan Summers,
Jack Lyon, Beth Forrest, Florence Reedcr.
STAFF ASSOCIATES: Doug Miller, Herb Pears, Charlie Poling. Bill Campbell. Dave McGulre.
Lynn McGuire, Sally Carlson, Mary Jean Bennett, Bill Rowland, Dorothy Sandrock,
Sylvia Williams, Dorothy Rodgers, Chuck Williams, Jack Dritt, Corky Marker. Mary
Sterrett, Betsy Jones. Hcllen Chacos, Bill Morton, Milton Snyder, Joanne Windell,
Pat Ewing, Sue Quay, Ralph Underwood, Tudy Roberts. Robert Zimmerman, Ruth
Stewart, Peg Anderson, Barb Boyle, George Bing, Bob Hardy, Malcolm Basinger, Marjorie
Hulett. Harriet Hall.

Self-Governm-

Brings Democracy

eni

This is America, land of liberty, land of free speech, the fortress
of opportunity. Despite changes in the governments of other countries
of the world, we have retained our democratic form of government,
because its ideals have permeated the soul or our
nation. The success of our plan has been demonstrated
time and again by our leadership in education , re
ligion, and scientific achievement. This realization has
been due to the people themselves, who have diS'
played an active interest in the welfare of their coun
try jtndthe-wor- ld
at large
Only through cooperation and the sharing of
responsibility can we hope for success in our expen
it is this spark of ingenuity
ment in
and responsibility that I wish to see come to this campus. The hopes
for a democratic society lie in our hands; we must first prove our worth
by casting out indifference and meeting our problems in a democratic
fashion. Only then can we meet the greater needs of the future.
Harry Scheifele, President M. S. G
Self-governme-

nt;

Controversy Kindles
International Bach Discussions
Postle-Gor- e

By

JOHN POSTLE

Having been asked by numerous
persons about the "Letters to the Editor" that appeared in TIME of July
7 answering an article by Prof. Gore
of June 16, I want to say first of all
that I certainly shouldn't have made
such a general statement. Especially
since the letter itself was edited.
...
Everyone knows that, as Mr. Gore
later said in a letter to me, "at daily
chapel all I play is hymns, not by
Bach". I guess memories of Sunday
mornings
my account.
Apologies to Mr. Gore.
Mr. Gore in his article, however,
stated tfiat "to a trained and sensitive
ear" much of the present day church
music is vulgar. To me this represents
the weakest point of his argument. To
over-shadow-

ed

:
t
L
..:.L
uegin wun,
in an average cnurcn at

I

--

--

Add

tendance, how many "trained and sen
sitive ears" does one find?
Again, his point seems to be that
people should be educated to Bach,
etc. Perhaps he is right but that is
what conservatories of music are for
among other things. Besides, although
I may be wrong and undoubtedly am
in "the eyes of some, iteems to me
that music is written to be enjoyed by
the listeners. People's tastes in music
vary from the ridiculous to the sub
lime (Bach, I guess) but who is to
dictate what we are to like?
I have received several letters, both
pro and con since my letter appeared,
even from Germany, but right or
wrong, "them's my sentiments". I do
hope, however, that as one letter from
Germany expressed it, "Professor Gore
will not be wicked at me"!!!

Ik& MadmU

FRIDAY, OCT. 10 .
Night
Gym
8:00 WAA
.
I
Lower Babcock
Dance
Fifth Section
.
8:00 Sweat-SocSATURDAY, OCT. 11
Kauki
Band Rehearsal
.
9:00 Phi Alpha Theta Picnic
:
Kent
Here
.
2:00 Football game
Here
.
xivbb vwiutLy
uvnmi VJ1CC11
8:00 Hayride, First Section
8:00 Hayride, Third Section
8:00 Hayride, Eighth Section
.
?
Senate Band Dance ...
Gym
SUNDAY, OCT. 12
Music Room
9:15 Freshman Forum
.
Rush Teas
Philosophy Club
Lower Babcock
.
.
Lower Kauke
7:00 Westminster Fellowship
.
...
MONDAY, OCT. 13
Lower Kauke
4:00 Index Meeting
.
4:15 Men's Glee Club
Chapel
4:30 String Orchestra
Kauke
Beginners ...
Lower Babcock
4:30 Modern Dance
7:00 Classical Club
Lower Babcock
7:30 Phi Sigma Iota
8:00 Delta Phi Alpha
Shreiber's
Fortnightly Musical Moments
Chaoel
9:00 Student Senate meeting
.... Senate Room
TUESDAY, OCT. 14
Chapel
Dr. Ferm
Advanced
4:30 Modern Dance
.. Lower Babcock
,
4:30 Band Rehearsal
.
Lower Kauke
4:15 Girls Chorus
..
Chapel
..
.
.
7:00 -- hoir
.
.
Chapel
j.
7:00 S. L: I. D
.
Babcock
...
.
7:00 Congressional Club
Congressional Room
....
...
8:00 Second Generation Party .
Alumni Office
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 15
Chapel Devotionals
College Circle
3:30 Fall Tea
..Douglass Lounge
Beginners
4:30 Modern Dance
Lower Babcock
Y. W. C. A.' ........
Babcock Lounge
- 7:00 Y. M. C. A
rfc.;...
Kauke 201
7:15 Full Orchestra Rehearsal
.
Kauke
-- J.
THURSDAY, OCT. 16
Chapel To be announced
4:30 Modern Dance
Advanced
Lower Babcock
.
4:30 Band Rehearsal
Lower Kauke
7:00 Men's Glee Club ...
Kauke
..
7:00 Oirls' Chorus
.
Chape
8:00 Vets' Wives
Babcock
Reception for Freshman
Presidents' Home
FRIDAY, OCT. 17
j
Chapel Student Senate
4:00 Choir
..
Chape
6:00-8:0Rush parties
Rush parties
0
8:00 Open House
Section ....
.... Kenarden
8:00 Open House Eighth Section
Livingstone
Co-Recreati-

on

k

9:00-11:0- 0

.

8:00-11:4-

2:00-5:3-

0

5:00-8:0- 0

.

8:00-9:3-

6:45-7:4-

0

5

..

i-.-

...

;

8:30-10:3- 0

....

0

9:00-11:0-

Faculty-Secon-

d

g

super-safet-

12-fo-

y

Friday, October 10, 1947

After The Wind
By JACK BOBBITT
Bill Shakespeare had the right idea. Looking at his epitaph, one might
find his simple philosophy especially applicable today. For, being
transported to this country from the stained soil of Europe and the
Pacific, are the bodies of those men who have been sleeping quietly
beneath the ground on which their restless feet had trod. The senti'
mentality of a nation is a peculiar thing; easily accessible to those who
would capitalize on the quickly awak

ened sensitivity of a proud people. But
the hubbub caused by this procedure,
the removal of bodies from the ground
to which they have once been consecrated, the futile recollection of bitter
memories and lugubrious associations
all this must seem paradoxical to
those who only wish to sleep in
peace
Halsey Lowers the Boom
Similar to all neophyte
William , F. Halsey
has blossomed forth in civvies which
make the average campus sharpie look
like a staid and crotchety sartorial
conservative. And, in testing his newly
acquired status, Halsey quickly lowered
the boomon his pugnacious , pate.
From various groups came strong disapproval of his preferring fighting
men who drink and smoke; over the
nation, people took sides. For shame,
William! Everyone knows that strong
drink taken moderately is harmful;
especially in large quantities.

...

feather-merchant-

ex-sail-

s,

or

ot

11-fo-

ot

Intellectual Lowiy Is
Ardent Baseball Fan

Kilties Add

Dash-- To

Scot Cheering
Wind-whippe-

kilties,

d

winning

forms and that elusive "feminine
touch" are ready to spur greater and
louder cheering this fall as our cheerleaders start off this season's football
spirit with the Kent State pep rally
Friday at 7:00 on Babcock field. Come
and shout revamped old yells and a
few new ones to be introduced at this
time!

But the gals are at it again. Styles
are becoming more absorbing every
day. From the pages of a popular
weekly mag rises the bright and shining light of one Christian Dior, who
has obviously come as close to design
ing a frontless evening gown as society
will permit. More important, there is
now some explanation for the long
skirt. His dresses, which show everything except propriety, take material
off the top and add it to the bottom.
In contrast to these
activ
ities, the men, however, provide a
mournful spectacle.. They plod along
year after year, disappointingly constant. Buttons always in the same old
place; pockets disgustingly convenient.
Egad! No initiative. And wearing the
same tux to every old tormal that
comes along . . . Well!
eye-catchi-

ng

By DOROTHY RODGERS
Whether it' is their first fall or their
fourth, students at The College of
revWooster hold in
erence and estimation their president,
Howard F. Lowry.
Endowed with a brilliant mind as
well as this dynamic personality, Dr.
Lowry is the distinguished possessor
of a Bachelor of Arts degree from
Wooster, a Doctorate of Philosophy
from Yale, and four honorary degrees,
including Doctor of Laws from the
University of Pittsburgh, Doctor of
Letters from Wooster, Doctor of Common Laws from Carroll College, and
Doctor of Humane Letters from Ober-li- n
College. Also included in the list
of honors conferred upon him are
the Guggenheim Fellowship awarded
and the Sterling
to him in 1934-3Fellowships twice for study at Yale;
ever-increasi-

ng

5

Elections
(Continued from Page 1)
tions of leaflets dropped by plane,
campaign bands, and loud speaker
arrangements. Persuasion was limited
to posters which appeared in all college buildings and "Burma Shave"
type signs on the campus.
Preliminary elections, held Wednesday in the Senate room, eliminted all
but the top two .candidates for each
office. 822 ballots were cast at that
time. The final election on the next
day drew 645 votes from the students.
A professor in English at The ColOn both occasions the seniors had the
lege of Wooster immediately followhighest percentage of class members
ing his graduation from here in 1923,
,
voting.""
Dr. Lowry has since been instructor
Senate president Ned Shreffler ex- at Yale and
at Princeton, head of the
pressed dissatisfaction over the num- department of English
at Wooster,
ber of votes. In a statement to the and has served
as guest professor at
press he said, "The turn-ou- t
was only Western Reserve University, New York
fair. In the next elections I certainly University, and the University of
hope there will be a big increase in the Chicago. He is a member of Phi Beta
number of ballots cast. The general Kappa, honorary scholastic, and Delta
Sigma Rho, honorary forensic fraapathy shown by the students over
ternity.
..,,... ....
elections is only to be deplored."
(Continued on Page 4)
ty

This year brings back a dancing
including
line of veteran
Anne Taylor, Jo Garver, Janie Sedgwick, Dorothy Weiss, Charlie Crog-haJack Hunter, and John
yell-maste-

rs

n,

In order that a full squad will be
ready to take the field next year with
the assurance hat comes with expe
cheer
rience, selections of under-clas- s
leaders have been made. These include
Jackie Nuttall and Aenid Horton, jun
iors; Barbara Hough, Nancy Slep,
Bob Schug, Min Mochizuki, Dave
Clyde and Dave LaBerge, sophomores.

:

Don't Quole Me

- But

By BETSY JONES and M. J. BENNET
The vacancy caused by Ned Shreffler's
The question of the week is, "What do you think about the old tra
resignation has been filled by Jim dition of freshman hazing?"
Patterson, senior.
"Hazing that is given and accepted in a spirit of fun and fellowship
is
good tradition and can be enjoyed by both freshman and sophomores.
a
Within the next two weeks, it is
like
I'd
to see women's sophomore court continued." Kate Gurney, '50.
hoped that new uniforms for the year
u We
wentthroughlt socan the f rosh." Taomi Tatch,-- MS-fwill be ready to add color and dash
Hazing may come into its own
5
to Wooster's cheering section.
again, but the older vets didn't go for
Cross
it. But I do believe in section hazing."
National emergencies are all that
Doug Preble, '49.
"If you keep the meanness out of most people usually associate with the
it and have fun, it's a good way to Red Cross. Actually routine help and
get acquainted with the new students. aid make up their greatest work.
Connie Wissman, '49 Wooster's Red Cross chapter will put
"It's lots of fun, keep it going."
into operation its plan of local help
- Cleveland
32 minutes from Wooster; an example of Flying Scot
John Allen, '30. and aid without sensationalism at its
transportation. The Flying Scots, our campus flying clubj has success'
"The sophs could have had more
first meeting this fall Wednesday evethis year, but on the
organization
fully closed its first year of operation. Of the original 14 members, some
ning at 7:00, Babcock.
were former air force pilots, some held private ratings, while the great whole it's a pretty good deal. I think
really fun though, and a good traJoyce Jarman and Tom Lykos are
percentage who had never flown before have sufficient hours for their it's
with Dave Clyde and
keep
dition
alive."
to
private pilots ratings. Robert Taylor, last Saturday, became the first Scot
Weiss
Dawson
and
Art
McQuillan,
as
'51.
member, who started with 0 hours, to
just
the
lakefront
of
located
on
east
think
respectively.
good
it's
All stuvery
tradition,
"I
a
receive his private rating. Several who
East 9th St. pier within three and I enjoyed every minute of my dents interested in this work are urged
the
started with private ratings now have
minutes' walking distance of the Cleve frosh hazing. It's something to look to attend.
sufficient time for their Commercial
walk to forward to. Nancy Fischer, '30.
land Stadium, or a
status.
4
the Public a q u a r e or riaynouse
"Too many restrictions placed on it Ah! For the love of a beautiful maid
Scots Scoot 40,000 Miles
Square,
be any good." Ed MacAllister, '30. For the love of a staunch true man
to
The clubs' 1946 Model Taylorcraft
"The
custom of hazing should be The love of a baby, unafraid
Lee
Last May, Paul Finefrock and
has flown a total of 470 hours and
carried
in so far as it is a social Has existed since time began.
on
covered over 40,000 miles, flying in Hahn flew the club's plane to Ann
physical
But the greatest of loves,
practice."
ten states and to such cities as: Bos- Arbor, Michigan, for the National and not a
Mary
Even greater than that of a mother
'48
Yohannan,
Flying
This
year
meet.
ton, New York, Philadelphia, Detroit,
whole
thing
the
thought
Is the tender, passionate, infinite love
was
fun."
"I
will
be
where
the
Denver
held
in
meet
Chicago, Wheeling, Columbus, CleveNancy
Jones,
Of one drunken bum for another.
'31.
will
play
the
of
University
Colorado
land, besides many other small towns
and cities, even pastures. Have you host to the affair. The Flying Scots
ever heard of anyone at Wooster go- intend to send their ship and several
ing 40 miles away from the campus delegates to this meet.
Future plans call for the Flying
on Sunday morning before breakfast
Scots
to expand by getting four larger
on a date? Well, that's just a routine
planes. In doing so, it is
faster
and
type of trip the Flying Scots make in
hope
the
of
the organization to bring
their plane. South of Sandusky a
farmer has caught the spirit of our economical flying to a larger portion
and provided flight strips of the student body and faculty.
new
on his farm and a parking lot for airThe club hopes to bring other
planes) in his backyard, while part of phases of the aviation field to the camhis house has been turned into a very pus by. having .organized classes in
attractive dining room for people Civil Aeronautics, Regulations, Radio
traveling by air. Club members have technique as applied to aircraft, Prinfound that it's a wonderful place to ciples of Aeronautics, Aircraft maintake a date for breakfast. Only 25 tenance, etc. The club hopes to bring
minutes away from Wooster (40 miles speakers to the campus representing
on the ground).
aircraft companies, airport management personnal and other people acCleveland's New Airport
The club also performs fast trans tively engaged in aviation industry.
portation for many students in need
Financially speaking it is much
of that type of service. Cleveland, in
Reprinted from ihe
Copyright 1047 by Evquiiv. Inc.
easier to maintain a club membership
OcioImm", 11)47 issue of tsniKK
meeting the need of our new
has provided flyers with an airport in than it is to operate a Model A Ford
think one of these statues should be turned around
the downtown business district. It is on campus.

k
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Red

Flying Scots Finish First Year As
Club Plane Covers 40,000 Miles;
Consider Program For Expansion

Plans Year
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SPORTS
FILLIPS
By LARRY

Sophs Subdue Voosier Entertains "Cockeyed T Formation of
Frosh
Flashy Kent Slate Grew In First Home Game
By JACK DRITT
Saturday last the annual Frosh- Liesich, Sveeney, Tom Hot Spearhead Invaders

Oilers Gush
Over Scots 19-- 6

56-4- 4

Curry and Schneider
Perform Well in Line

"Flip" PIPE

-

Soph frolic was held on the practice
Coach Trevor Rees brings his highly touted Kent State gridders into Severance Stadium tomorrow
field in the rear of Severance Gym.
(Ed. Note: Somebody read this
g
formation used so successfully
"Cockeyed
Scot fandom will be treated to the
The usual paint dobbing process took
column last week; that must stop.
Although losing to Findlay, 19-losses
these against strong B-and
by Kent State in 1946 when it won six pigskin frays as against two
place in front of Douglass Hall with
the
much
gridders
Wooster
pictured
were
gargoyle
a
below
The
Green
Bowling
teams. The "Cockeyed T" stresses speed and a razzle'daule deception.
squealing and
improved team from the one which all the little
should do the trick.)
There is no indication that the Golden Flashes' backfield will be less effective this fall since Coach Rees
screaming as a bilious green X was
loss to John Car-ro- was trounced by John Carroll. The
Wooster's 39-did
not lose a single letterman from Kent State's 1946 backfield and will have 13 backfield lettermen avail- plastered on both the chests and backs
Scots
which
attack
revealed
passing
a
ble tor tomorrows timle. fourteen
fluke
was no
as the Blue Streaks
of the boys who were to defend the
touchBlack
ed
Gold's
lone
the
who lettered in the line last
gridders
and
proved when they
fionor of the Freshman class.
down
period.
the
second
also be on hand.
will
in
year
trounced a power,
Heightening
the
excitement and
Wooster's pass defense was also bet
ful Toledo eleven, 39.
Wooster Defeated Kent in '37
Loop
14. Toledo tied for the ter, though still not adequate. Find-- rivalry was the usual confusion and
edge over Kent
Wooster holds a
The Intramural loop is rapidly 'as
Ohio Conference foot- ay's aerial shenanigans were partial- - misunderstanding which always preState, in their football rivalry, having
ball championship " in arly inept In the first half when the cedes such events.' But everything was suming the proportions ot the
efeated the Flashes
in 1937
"trt Mt
Southwestern League consid1946. Yes. John Car- - Scot secondary allowed only two satisfactorily adjusted including the
the only previous time Wooster and
ering that seven of the eight touchroll is loaded all right with proselytic passes to be completed one unfortu- Sophs' suspenders.
Kent State had traded touchdowns.
week
downs
the
scored
nately going for a touchdown.
in
were
past
professionalism.
first
The
event was the Horse and
Kent State Defeated Mount, 13-Findlay
constantly Rider contest with nine pairs of made through the aerial route.
To date Kent State has won a hard
hroughout the first quarter and "jackasses" on each side. The Sophs
As expected Second, Fifth, and Sev
fought 13-- game from Mount Union
Shove those swivel chairs in closer,
would have failed to score except for smeared themselves with machine oil enth now hold the reins, but Second
and been deteated ii-- l by a power- gang, and give a listen.
brief lapse of the Scot defenders. in the hope that the Freshman "bronc and Seventh were almost upset by the
laden Miami U. eleven. The Scots, on
Perusual of Wooster's football Busa, Oiler tailback, threw a strike to busters" would be unable to
unseat fighting teams of Fourth and Eighth.
the other hand, have dropped their
schedule most certainly should raise ebony-hueJustice on Wooster's 22 them all to no avail. When the dust
An indication of the spirited com
first two games to John Carroll and
"the questionp"Is Valor the Better Part yard line, and the fleet wingback gal. cleared -- and heads were counted it
petition., available this f all was the
Findlay.
of Wisdom?" Who is this guy, Valor, oped the remainder of the stripes for was found that three pair of Freshtouch football clash between Seventh,
The Golden Flashes of 1946 placed
you ask? He's the little squirt who the touchdown. Carter's place kick men were still standing (more
or the defending champion, and lightly
tenth
in the Ohio Conference in comslips outpf your tube of toothpaste was wide of the uprights.
ess). This win enabled the Frosh to held Eighth. Eighth gave the Kappas
parison to the Scots' fourteenth. Scor
before you think to put your brush Kennedy Launches Scot Scoring Drive pull away to a
lead.
a whale of a game before being foxed
ing an average of 13 points a gam in
beneath dear Mirium.
Coach Johnny Swigart's eleven
relay was won by the out of a scoreless tie by a sleeper pass
The
Conference clashes, Kent Stat ranked
Actually, Wooster's athletic depart- rallied in the second quarter to
Sophs rather easily. Dick Falls was play from Slick Gaver to John
seventh offensively in the 21 team
ment exhibited its typical courage in
deep in Findlay territory for the anchor man for the Sophs in this
Conference. Wooster's 102 points per
scheduling opponents of Cyclopian entire stanza. Time was taking a "runThe
Kappa
Second
Phis
of
But
had
any
showed
the
still
game placed it fourteenth.
the
score
event.
stature for the Scots' 1947 grid team. out powder" with the Scots in posthing by an "apple pie" time with
Frosh in the lead, 25-Kent Compiled Fourth Best Defensive
There is not a breather on the nine session of the shoat on Findlay's 49
A grunting and groaning contest, Fourth, Time was running short when
Record in Country For '46
game schedule.
before the. Black and Gold began to
abeled Tug o' War, was the next Second's Dick Hollingsworth hit Ned
Defensively the 1946 Kent Staters
Should there be? That's a question move. Kennedy bulled his way to the
event. Apparently the Sophs were a Shreffler with an overhead stab for the
allowed
an average of 11 points a
which not only the athletic depart 42, and, following an incomplete pass
win.
little heavier and stronger than Doug
place ninth in this category.
game
well
to
de
must
but
uncorked
as
students
the
ment
a lass
to Snake McDowell, Jim
BILL BARTON
In other games Fifth defeated Sixth,
Hall's debutantes, for it took the
defensive record was 14.3
Scots'
The
including
cide. A football schedule
nifty 33 yard pass which , Miney
Kent State U Quarterback
.
Earl Shaw passed to Dave
"uppers" only 30 seconds to drag the
points
game granted to pigskin
per
many soft touches "jacks up" the of. Busack snagged on the Findlay nine
and Bob Scott for the first two
handkerchief over the line. This tri
foes,
ranking
it fourteenth in the
fensive record and the win column,
The Scots wasted little time as Bob umph allowed the Sophs to surge to TD's and scored the third touchdown Goli
Ohio Conference.
but, in the final analysis, of how much Twitchell hit Johnny Guzzo with an
himself on a run.
the front,
Fifth Section is conducting an elimvalue is a victory over Podunk's Ref overhead stab; Guzzo waa forced out
Flashes Placed 11th In
mm
First and Third stagered to a
ination golf tournament among its
Ihe sack rush Wooster s version
uge for Henpecked Husbands?
of bounds on the one yard marker.
Nation's Offense
of "cut my legs off at the knees and tie. Yesterday Sixth took the measure own section members, proving that it
"snuck"
the
thereupon
Busack
Miney
Top Scots
Wooster's Opponents
Kent State's gridders fared im
of Eighth, 18-The' passing combin- - is really on the stick.
"
,
,
pigskin Into paydirt from the quarter- I'll race you to the corner" was won ation of Hayward
Offensively
better in
measurably
The first rounds of the golf tourney
to "Fingers" Wag.
Of Wooster's nine grid opponents, back post. The score became dead' by the Sophs, who garnered first and ner accounted for all three TD's.
warfare
their
record in total team
as
has already been played with Roger
when Shinn'e extra point third places in this event. The score
only John Carroll failed to score more locked at
Pratt, Herbie Benson, Jack Milligan, offense and total team defense will
Beginning a week from Monday
blocked.
kick
was
Scots.
the
And
than
points in 1946
then stood
in favor of the Frosh team, a group of Independents, Andy McEntee, Jim Preble, Earl indicate. (Hold on to your hats)
Curry and Schneider Spearhead
John Carroll reorganized in a big
and Second's second team (which will Shaw, Wade Callendar, and Bill Quale Last fall's Golden Flashes ranked 11th
Sophs.
way following the '46 season. Certain
First Half Line Play
in offense in the country with an averThe final event was a bag rush (no be designated as Kappa Phi Sigma) playing good golf to qualify for the
ly, whenever Johnny Swigart's 1947
Outstanding during first half play
quarter finals. The quarter finals were age gain per game of 349.1 yards.
will enter intramural competition.
crew engages a pigskin foe, said op was the Wooster line, spearheaded by names mentioned),, in which the
This is a better offensive record than
played Saturday morning.
potential
Find
Schneider.
Sophs
more
Art'
SCHEDULE
the
Curry
outscored
and
Frosh,
Sam
ponent possesses
The
It has proved a sound idea, and that compiled by Army and Texas.
wall
by
the
for
1946
forward
indicated
strength
as
lay dented the Scots'
final score read
Monday
in favor of the
other sections are now contemplating The Kent Staters scored 143 points in
III vs. V
records
or at least an equal amount. only two first downs in the first half,
inaugurating a tournament on a sim- 1946 compared to the oppositions'
class of '50 which means D Day
Tuesday
II vs. VIII
The second half was not so pleas
Assuredly the majority of the other
ilar basis. An intrasectional golf tour- 47. .Wooster was outscored by the op
cap doffing day) for the Frosh will
Wednesday
"IvsTVI
period
Shinn
third
the
Late
in
ant.
welcome
easy
Ohio Conference schools
ney would prove a bonanza in regard position 113 points to 83.
be just before Xmas.
Thursday
V
vs.
..IV
Findlay
and
fumbled
a
punt,
games with (open arms?) athletic de
to stimulating competitive interests.
Defense statistics reveal Coach Rees'
partments. Restricting our analysis just covered on the Wooster 40 yard line.
charges to have placed (now smile)
to Wooster's 1947 grid opponents, Fullback Ed Sustersic then took com
4th in the nation in defense. Kent
V7AA
(Continued on Page 4)
Findlay, Muskingum, and Heidelberg
State's forward wall of 1946 allowed
exhibit an extreme willingness to pad
an average gain of 113.1 yards per
But
By CHUCK WILLIAMS
their football schedule with victories timized Rio Grande two weeks ago by
game in an eight game schedule. In"ring". While at North Carolina he
a 38-- score.
by scheduling soft touches.
"Charles A (Chuck) Schelegle, apstudy- - cidentally, this is 26.6 less yards per
Despite the
was heavyweight boxing champion of
with
up
should
pop
somebody
football
coach
Now
pointed
assistant
in
"strictly
for
Findlay scheduled five
the school. Wrestling is also on his discouraging weather of the past week, game than that allowed by Notre
the birds" games: Cedarville, Edin the bright remark that teams are us and track at Wooster College". This sports agenda.
the tennis matches have been proceed' Dame.
boro Teachers, Ohio Northern, Bluff' ually scheduled on a two or more year terse announcement appeared in many
ing with their traditional slowness
And ddn't foreet that Kent State
Upon graduating from the U. of
antici- Ohio newspapers. But Coach Schelegle
anyone
how
can
thus
basis
the
defeated
Findlay
Adrian.
and
Since the second round is scheduled to has 27 returning lettermen from the
ton,
North Carolina he played professional be completed today and a forfeit is the
1946 teams of Cedarville, Ohio North pate the high and unequal scores needs no assist in any endeavor he
'46 team which compiled these atwmg
football for Wilmington, Cincinnati,
only alternative, last- - minute aspirants records!
ern, and Bluffton by the respective which may result from a gridiron undertakes as his personality and recand one year for the Washington Red- for the femme's crown have been
24-Adrian clash? The football fortunes of the ord will testify.
and 41-scores of 38-The Golden Flashes have two fine
with the excep
Chuck has made a host of friends skins of the National Pro Football crowding the courts this afternoon.
didn't win a game in 1946, and Edin majority of teams
backfield
stars in the persons of quarloop; The fact that the Redskin ownboro Teachers isn't even listed in the tion of schools like John Carroll, in the comparatively short time he has
Results of the first round show that terbacks Johnny Moore and Bill BarMr. Marshall, is a big laundry
NCAA Football Guide. Ohio North- - which has suddenly gone "all out" for been on the Wooster campus. His ver- er,
Jo Barr, Mary Billett, Alice Clark, ton. In the matter of pass percentage
fluctuate gradually over a satility in the realm of sports is ex- man, may have helped Coach Scheern in fact, finished 20th in the 21 sports
Scotty Frey, Helen Heitmann, Betsy completions Moore ranked second in
period of years. Thus, although a pig' ceeded only by the capabilities he has legle clean up on other league opponteam Ohio Conference.
and the U. S. with a percentage of .608.
Jones, Marjorie MacMahon
fray is scheduled a couple of exhibited in the field of physical edu- ents.
skin
Muskingum Schedules Breathers
Marilyn Parrott were victorious over The 644 yards gained passing the pig
Schelegle Dons P Coat
in advance, the athletic depart cation instruction.
Muskingum undoubtedly figures it years
their opponents. There are still three skin placed him 4th among the best
of
idea
good
very
have
a
should
When Uncle Sam beckoned, Chuck
ment
'Coach Schelgle Plays
there are any plums to be plucked, she
more rounds to be played so the final small college passers and 19th in the
the potentialities of the teams in
donned a Navy P coat for two and
For Tarheels
will do the plucking. Capital, Canter
game will be played off by Saturday, entire nation.
volved. The advent of a single man
years, most of which time was
f
Coiach Schelegle's very presence
bury, and Ohio Northern were sched
Oct. 25th. Remember, girls, here's Barton Ranked 4th As 1946 Punter
who can lift a football eleven to the
spent as a physical instructor aboard your big opportunity. This is one title
uled with this idea in mind. Capital
seems to produce teams of championof a year
Bill Barton promises Tom Flippen
brief
space
heights
the
in
destroyer in the Mediterranean theawhich placed 19th in the Ohio Confer.
ship calibre. Starting his pigskin edu- a
that Jack Kramer won't be able to
rarity.
plenty
of competition in the punting
is
an
win.
cation at Springfield, O., he played tre.
ence last year, and Canterbury were
Rough Schedule
Barton is the boy whose
department.
Kent
Has
his
discharge, Coach
Following
defeated by the respective scores o
three years of varsity football and was
apathy
caused
the
from
escape
For
verbal
encomium
yards
like
per punt placed him first
42.4
Schelegle went to Ohio State to reto toss a
I'd
26-in 1946. However,
and
a member of the 1933 squad which
first
by
plus
hours
late
pers
many
too
whose
grid
among small college kickers and 4th
the way of Kent State,
ceive his Masters Degree in Physical
little Capital almost upset the Muskies
was the Ohio State champion. After
cabin
has
the
WAA
morning,
the
next
among the country's hooters.
ders will be represented on Severance
Education. While there he taught
this fall. Muskin
spending only one year at the "friendbefore bowing
always been the best solution. The un
a breather
Not
Stadium
turf
tomorrow.
track,
touch
football,
tennis,
soccer,
However,, it should be mentioned
Muskingum College,
ly
gum promptly dropped Ohio U. from
known sponsor behind its functioning
eight
rigorous
Flashes'
the
exists
in
majored
teaching
swimming
and
in
that neither Moor or Barton hav
the Scot assistant football coach transits schedule after absorbing a 38-is the WAA board. For eleven years
game schedule. Either "rocks in the
coach.
football
regulation
assistant
as
performed spectacularly thus far.
ferred to the University of North
drubbing in '46.
its 1 3 members have successfully
head" or a lot of intestinal fortitude
his
this
finished
Masters
Chuck
When
Moor failed to complete a pass in
Heidelberg is in much the same posi is required to schedule such teams as Carolina. The Tarneels were Southtaken cafe of it, despite new invasions
appointed
coaching
the
he
was
to
year
the Kent State Mount Union game,
almost every weekend. For their re
tion as Muskingum. Capital, Ohio Miami, Bowling Green, John Carroll ern Conference champs that year.
staff at Wooster.
and Barton's punting average was only
many
Northern, and Assumption were un and Youngstown.
.
One of Coach Schelegle's most vivid
Efficiency, energy, and enthusiasm wardless ettorts they deserve
26.5.
"doubtedly scheduled with the expec
But the question is still would you memories concerns the North Caro- are the three E's in Coach Schelegle's thanks from the girls of the campus.
Kent State Has Good Passing Attack
tancy of boosting the Student Princes' as Scot students rather have a soft lina Fordham gridiron. clash. Chuck name, and the three E's he applies to
All badminton enthusiasts will be
Kent Stat has scored- - total of
total offensive record. And climax schedule involving teams like the Roxie had a "rocky" afternoon inasmuch as his daily work and life. Scot linemen greeted with open arms by Jidg
touchdowns thus far this season,
upon climaxes, Assumption did not Rounders r a tough schedule worth he played opposite the "seven blocks will testify to his "Baby Ruth'Messness Chaffee uithe gym Monday evening, three
coming
all
on aerial thrusts Ton Kot,
even possess a grid team in 46.
playing and emerging on top? No of granite" in one of the guard posi- in instructing the line fundamentals. All she asks is enough players to form
Leo Kot, and Ncal Nelson wer th
matter the outcome, in the latter tions. He still remembers the names of Chuck's very thoroughness has won one team. If you're interested, com forward pass artists involved. This
Oberlin Cards Breather
out every Monday and Wednesday
the respect of all who knew him.
Nor are our neighbors from John course a gridiron batde would b e each of the Fordham linemen.
should indicate that th Scots' so
Tiddly-Wink- s
evening from 7:00 to 10:00.
of
waged
game
a
Un
not
Mount
Oberlin,
Carroll, Akron,
Chuck's. No Stranger to Ring
ondary will hav to b on thir colion, and Denison exempt from play played with shin guards. Of course.
Aside from guarding North Caro- Gross
The meet will commence at 1:30 in lective toes to combat th Flashes'
ing inferior elevens. John Carroll and there is always the schedule involving lina's football reputation, Wooster's
back
of Severance Gym and finish in overhead game.
Akron scheduled Case this fall; Ober teams of almost equal abilities but "line-al- "
minded coach earned three Opposes B-- G
stadium before the gam.
football
Should th starting lineups which
the
lin and Mount Union carded games those days of having your cake and track letters by throwing the shot-pu- t
Bill
Mon
Sy
Campbell,
Satow,
Bill
Wooster and Kent Stat employed in
Coach Carl Munson's cross country
with Allegheny, whom they vanquished munching it too seems to be passe
Bill John town last week's games be used
Webster,
and
maritally
Although
Saturday
roe,
and bar
discus.
Jim
and
schedule
not
will
its
squad
open
and or haven't you measured my waist line
by the very close scores of 62-the
will
in
event.
(Continued
Pag
compete
4)
on
Green.
Bowling
,
against
inhibited, Chuck is no stranger to the afternoon
23-in '46; and Denison easily vie lately?
af-terno-
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Dunham Reviews Girls' Chorus Adds
Summer's Events 24 New Members
By Solo Tryouts
The booster International

Friday, October 10, 1947
STORE-- O
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Twenty-fou- r
girls have recently become members of the Wooster Girls'

Chorus. Prospective members were
asked to sing a solo before-MisEve
R. Richmond and the board composed
of Julia S. Taylor, president; Carol

Student Directory

Musson,
Rosemary
Pierce, treasurer; Mary Ellen Frazier,
secretary; Nan McKee, business manager; Cynthia Cole and Donajean
Swartz, senior - representatives; Dorvice-preside-
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before Wednesday, the 15th, if the correction is to be made in
TV-.
mis year 's ivireciury.

g Name
Home Address
College Address
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Line Play Statistics
The Scots' second half line play
was not as
as during the
first half. This fact is clearly substantiated by the Findlay first down
total nine of the 1 1 Oiler first downs
were made in the second half and
the total yards gained rushing 77 of
Findlay's 114 yards gained by rushing
were obtained during the second half.
rock-ribbe- d

Jim Kennedy, Kenny Nouse and
the backs who contributed good runs as the Scots
amassed nine first downs. The defensive work of Johnny Guzzo was
also a Scot high spot.
One thing Wooster accomplished
while sojourning at Findlay was the
shackling of the Oilers' colored flashes,
Watson and Justice. These darktown
strutters appeared to be. performing
the roles of "Dead End Kids" as they
gained absolutely nothing in fact,
they lost yardage in attempting to
sweep the flanks. Which just goes to
prove that Jjistice does not always
triumph in the long run!
Bob Twitchell were

Wooster Theatre

g

Phone

g Class Standing
ii-i
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YW "Pops" Into

Touring Players College Activity
(Continued from Page

1

)

for which old comedy
famous.
On the other hand, the chief fault
of the production was that it bogged
down where Wilde's spontaneity
bogged down. The rapid fire tempo
that comes so naturally to the better
parts is the only partial redemption
for that
wit. The first
with
began
clicking
the
act
tempo that
the
audience
sets
at ease, but slowed
perceptibly until the second act was
left straining at the leash. The third
act tempo seemed a bit ragged, and
the finale did not have the snap- it
should have had, but the timing of
comedy speech and business was effectively handled, as evidenced by the
number and extent of the laughs produced.
Any fault in characterization lay
largely in what seemed to this critic
a wrong interpretation either of the
character or of a specific scene. The
outstanding example was Florence
Stanley in the part of Lady Bracknell.. She interpreted the dowager as
almost wistful woman;
a
she put into her character none of the
force that seems inherent in the written part. Her intention seemed to be
to portray the boredom of the high
society matron, but aside from an occasionally
facial expression, Aunt Augusta seemed only tired.
Timothy Gordon and Jack Byron
were whimsically correct as Algernon
and Jack, alias Earnest and Earnest.
Mr. Gordon was especially effective
imin maintaining the
possibility necessary to the type. The
exaggerated comedy action brought
out in him heights of enthusiasm rarely exhibited by Jack. It was as if he
had less trouble ridding himself of
disbelief in the probability of the
play. On the other hand, Jack turned
in a more consistent performance.
Gwendolyn's entrance and opening
lines were distressingly ineffective, but
in the proposal scene, she warmed to
her work with a consistent maturity
lacking in Miss Ford's Cecily. Yet
Cecily was done with a certain realistic
and satisfying appeal totally missing
in Gwendolyn.
eyed frankness"
was

self-conscio-

us

-

slow-spoke-

n,

well-achiev-

ed

light-hearte-

d

A popcorn party in Lower Babcock
Wednesday nighty started the YW on
a year that's really "popping" with
projected plans and activity. While
munching popcorn and gabbing about
the details and events of the day, big
and little sisters were completely convulsed by a skit depicting the operations and function of the Y.
One of the best portrayals of the
YW's work was in the apparent orientation of the Freshman little sisters.
They made super hostesses to their
upper-clas- s

big-sister- sr

Among the plans for the rest of
October is a meeting on the ninth in
Babcock Lounge. Annelu Hutson
Weitzel will present an informal concert. Since no one ever misses a chance
to hear "Dixie" play that means full
attendance. (Ask your big sisters,
Frosh.)
On Oct. 29, Dorothy Swan and
Sylvia Reese will talk about their summers in Europe. They have some really
good pictures of France and Switzerland to show as well as their own experiences to tell.
.

thing

well...
we believe in
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cialization

spe-

the art of
doiripone thing superla- -
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tively welL With us, that one

thing is the compounding'

service. Why not give us
the privilege of compound- ing your next prescription?
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Attention Freshmen and new students! The President and Mrs. Lowry
will give the annual reception for
freshmen Thursday evening, Oct. 16.
All students will receive cards notifying them of the time and place to
meet their senior counselors. Women:
formal dress; men: optional.

........
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Kent Stale
(Continued from Page 3),
ring injury and last minute shifts, the
lineups will be the same Kent State's,
forward wall will outweigh Wooster's
linemen two pounds per man. The
Kent linemen average 194 pounds per
man in contrast to the Scots' 192
pounds per man. Right guard, Frank
Meseck, who tips the Toledo at 220
pounds, is the Flashes' heaviest lineman. The backfields weigh relatively
the same.
Keep your eyes on Frank Mesick at

r
ference in '46. Also

right-gu-

ard

he--

was

Con-

-A- ll-Ohio-

Paul Sweeney, an

Ohio State transfer, who is a fine
broken field runner; and Tom Kot,
who picked up 40 yards rushing and
88 yards in the air against Mount.
Probable Starting Lineup
Pos.
No.
Wt.
LE
164
48 Metz
191
70 Zienike
LT
66 Curry
179
LG
232C
7- 4- Pontius
r
RG
187
69 Schneider
205
RT
78 Hogestyn
RE
57 Lane
187
188
60 Shinn
QB
63
Guzzo
LH
167
53 'Flippen
RH
177
171
FB
52 Busack
Bob Coccia and Dale Klingensmith
will not be available because of injuries, and center Dave Knight may
see only limited service because of a
sprained wrist sustained in the
game..
Woos-ter-Findla-

.

Dr. Lowry
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THE GIFT CORNER
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Photographs
of distinction

CALL

Clarkes Studio
Phone

938-- R

'

All Wool

SKIRTS

Citizens Blank Building
On The Square

$7.95
Sizes 24 to 28

Plfntv

In Fact Every Thing Photographic

Snyder
PHONE 16

STUDIO AND
CAMERA SHOP
East Liberty at Bever St.

rf swtner

A Mary Muff et Formal
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color and plenty of knife
pleats.

hi
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WWII

s&y

Blouse - $3.95
Beautiful

Rayon

Bobby Soxer"

ton, Dick Pbethig, Joe Sherman and
Art Villwock when the Student League
for Industrial Democracy holds its
next meeting in lower Babcock, Tuesday at 8. All members of the student
body and faculty are invited to come
and join in a general discussion on the
subject.

y

"Ramrod"

"The Bachelor and the

Taft Hartley

that

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS
PICTURE FRAMES

Myrna Loy
Shirley Temple
in

.

A discussion of the

Bill will be conducted by Ted Fen-

ed

Veronica Lake
Joel McCrea
in

SUNDAY -- MONDAY
TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
Cary Grant

.

9 .

well-develop-

"

of prescriptions, we inyite
you to test oar superior

Capilal Versus Labor

y

football team might suffer.
This versatile man also entertains
a great love for music; he has a fine
Dr. Lowry is known in the literary record collection and is an accomworld chiefly for his work in research plished pianist.
on the life and letters of Matthew
The last, and probably most diffiArnold, particularly The Letter of cult interest for such a busy man to
Matthew Arnold to Arthur Hugh follow, is fishing but just listen to
Clough, which he edited after gaining his story about the four pound bass
access to the papers by pure chance caught at Dr. Lean's cottage at Wauencounter with the son of Clough, paca this summerl
whom he met at a dinner while studyFinal testimony to the immense store
ing in England. Dr. Lowry has done of energy the man seems to possess is
intensive research on the 'life of the fact that night after night, after
Arnold, and is considered one of the a day full of speaking and conferbest authorities on the subject.
ences, Dr. Lowry works at his desk
Brilliant as this man is, his interests in the Ad building far into the wee
are varied; an ardent baseball fan, Dr. hours.
The comedy was played on a set Lowry admitted
No student comes to Wooster within his convocation
effective- - for - its simplicity- ,- although
address that after suffering with the out soon gaining the awareness that
hardly complete with period properCleveland Indians for years, he was this college is doubly blessed in its
ties. However the presentation, done
well prepared to receive philosophical- president, a man of intellectual
in authentic-lookincostumes, was
ly any defeats which the Wooster prowess and spiritual depth.
capable of keeping one's mind off the
furniture. The total result, although it
did nothing to unjustify our pride in
SMART BOOKENDS
the best of our own Little Theatre
from 3.00 to 6.95
Bronze and Painted Metal
productions, was a thoroughly enjoy,
able performance of one of Oscar
Wilde's more bearable plays.
Public Square

FRIDAY-SATURDA- Y

"Moss Rose"

.

HOW ABOUT IT, KIDS?
Won't you let us type for you?
Means better grades and more time,
too.
Call 591 for Sally or Jean
Try it once you'll see what we mean
P.S. There will be a slight charge

812

and
Victor Mature
Ethel Barrymore
in r

.

(Continued from Page 1 )
mendation which the Senate issued last
week requesting 11:30 permissions, on
Friday nights for women, was amended
to make it 12:00 pers. This was once
more returned to Mrs. Golder. As
everyone knows by now, the W.S.G.A.
made it unanimous in Chapel Tuesday
morning thus enabling all of Wooster's
women to see the second half of the
Bang Bang's double features . . . Ted
Fenton was put in charge of a poll,
recommended by the Student Faculty
Relations Committee, to find out student opinion on smoking in the Union
and lower Babcock . . . Ned said that
the calendar was all straightened out
as far as formats go. A copy of these
formal affairs will be printed and distributed by the end of the week. (More
details on the Aact procedure can be
found in the CALENDAR article.)
. . , Nov. 1, it was announced will be
taken over by M.S.G.A. and their
plans. Herb Benson will be in charge
of the Christmas formal to be held on
Friday, Dec. 12 . . . Thereis now
$846.72 in the Student Senate treasury.
Lest We Forget: It's your student
senate, and it can only function properly if you give your senators an idea
of what you want. When you see an
idea you especially like written up in
the Senate news, write a letter to the
editor or drop a note in the Senate
suggestion box. Or better yet, give the
good word to your representative. The
members want to know how you feel
on certain issues.

Patricia Willard's Miss Prism never
really got out of solitary confinement;
at least the full impact of her character was barred from the audience.
There was very little variety from her
opening pose, and an obvious pose it
was. Michael Meads' Dr. Chausable,
and consistently played,
was of a highly improbable nature
and amusingly different, but did not
imuh - huh
quite attain that
provides effortless
possibility
amusement. The butlers were ably and
unobtrusively handled by Jim Wor-leas Lane and Jim Worley, alias
nobody but George Spelvin, as Merri-ma-

Two Hits
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8 CORRECT information and deposit in the Student Senate
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Findlay

Have you been wondering what
caused the furor in the dean's office
this past week? We don't know what
it's all about, but part of it could have
beenbecause there were men and
women alone in an unlighted, officially unchaperoned room last Thursday
night. That was the first time that the
lights went off in the Shack (and surrounding
houses) while the
campus dynamo lumbered on!
After the first few stunned minutes,
activity proceeded as usual at the
Shack. Bill and his assistants went on
mixing and serving Temptations,
chocolate soldiers and cokes by the
light of three candles spaced intermittently on the counter. Except for
the candles and the flashing of
matches, lighters, etc., there was no
light by which to continue the bridge
games. One ingenious foursome in the
back corner booth built a bonfire in
the ashtray and proceeded to play the
hand out.
The real stroke of genius fell when
some of the campus plutocrats went
'
out and played the spotlights of their
cars into the front and side windows.
This move, however, permitted everyone to see what everyone else was
doing.
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othy Showalter and Wilma Schwandt,
junior representatives.
The new first sopranos are: Janet
Evans, Dorrene Hahn, Pat Black, Jean
Reccelli, and Ruth Sheppard. Eight
voices were added to the second soprano section: Ruth Reinhardt, Roberta Bornitz, Ginny Lybarger, Avis
Bird, Mary Ann Evans, Jeanne
Marian Wieroney, and Mary
Alice Mummau.
.thecollegecommunity,Membership
Kitty Leihgeber, Merna Weisbecker,
application forms will be available at
Marjorie Landis, Betty Hanna, Anna
the main desk in the Library by ThursMary Adams, Marilyn Parott, and Flo
day, Oct. 9th.
Jackman will fill out the first alto roll.
Yearly Conferences
The ranks of second altos have been
Wooster's IRC is a member of the
by Louise Shriver, Jean Kenswelled
National and International IRC Association sponsored by the Carnegie nedy, Carolyn Van 'Dusen, Jan JenEndowment for International Peace. sen, Jean Buyers, and Gwen Davies.
Rehearsals are held on Tuesday afLast April Wooster sent a delegation
to the Ohio Valley Regional Confer- ternoons at 4:15, Thursdays at 7 u.m.
ence of IRC held at Hiram College, and alternating Saturday mornings at
Hiram; O.Thirty.five other colleges tC 9.
universities from Ohio, Kentucky and
West Virginia were represented. This MORE
ON
year's conference will be held at Eastern State Teacher's College in Richmond, .Kentucky. Wooster was also
(Continued from Page 3)
represented at the United Nations
plete
charge. He consumed six plays
Model Assembly at the University of
Toledo, Ohio, held last May. At this before plunging from the three yard
Model Assembly, Wooster represented line for Findlay's second paydirt sucthe interests of Iraq. Attendance is cess of the night. This time Carter's
being planned for the Model Assembly boot was accurate.
In the fourth period the Oilers cliin Toledo this year. A similar program
maxed
a 60 yard drive by completing
scale
on a smaller
is planned for
God We Trust" pass from
an
"In
Wooster under the sponsorship of
Roman
Busa
to Strahn for Findlay's
IRC. It is for the benefit of all
third TD. Both Flippen and Twitchell
Wooster students.
It is through such an organization attempted to block the "flighty" pigas the International Relations Club skin, but it eluded their flailing fingers
that Wooster students will be made to find a Findlay haven in the end
to realize the present day problems of zone. Carter's kick for the extra point
international relations and come to a was blocked, making the score, 19-Wooster could do nothing against
more full understanding of our world
the Findlay defense In the remaining
problems today.
six minutes and was forced to accept
its second football loss of the year.

Bridge Games Continue
By Candlelight, Spots

v

.

Scnatorials

'Address Change Information For

Rela-

tion! dub held its first meeting of the
year in lower Babcock, Oct 8, at
8 p.m. An analysis of the news
events of the past summer' was presented by Dr. Aileen Dunham of the
Wooster History Department.
New Membership Policy
new
membership policy was
A
adopted at the end of last year by the
IRC cabinet. Membership will be restricted to fifty members. All students,
except first semester freshmenwill be
eligible. Membership is not restricted
to those students majoring in history,
but rather students in all fields are encouraged to become members of IRC.
The club purpose is the study, discussion of, and action in the fields of
international relations and world organization. Speakers will be brought
to the campus and occasionally there
will be open meetings for all those in

N

quality, fabrics.

"BurmiT Silduka
tailored style with short
sleeves and novelty five button panel at throat.

Exclusive With Us
DREAM DRESSES FOR FALL FORMALS
Clouds of Exquisite Net, or Glamorous Moire to
billow romantically as you waltz

BEULAH BECHTEL
Fashion of Distinction
PUBLIC SQUARE
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